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1. Start A Blog

There are many ways to make money online, and one of the most popular is to start a blog. In order to make money 
blogging, you need to have a following and generate traffic to your blog. You can also monetize your blog through 
affiliate marketing, advertising, and sponsorships.



2. Answer Online Surveys

One of the most popular methods for making money online without investment is through online surveys. Online 
surveys are a great way to make a little extra money, and they are very easy to complete. The only downside to online 
surveys is that the pay is usually very low.



3. Offer Freelance Services Online

Another method that can be used to make money online without investment is online freelancing. Online freelancing 
can be a great way to make money, but it can also be a lot of work. It is important to be able to complete the work that 
is assigned to you, and you should also be able to meet deadlines.



4. Sell Products Online

Another method is online selling. Online selling can be a great way to make money, but it can also be a lot of work. It is 
important to be able to find products that are in demand, and you should also be able to ship the products quickly.



5. Start a Vlog

Vlogging is a great way to start if you want to make money online without investing in India. You can set up a vlog 
channel for free, and there are many ways to monetise your blog. You can also use your vlog to generate traffic to your 
other online businesses.



6. Play Real Money Games

Real money games are a great way to earn some extra cash. There are plenty of sites that offer games for cash prizes. 
You can compete against other players and win big. Check out the Rush app for all-in-one gaming fun and real cash 
rewards.



7. Download Money Earning Apps

Downloading money apps is another great way to make some extra cash. There are many apps that will pay you for 
doing simple tasks like taking surveys or watching videos.



8. Become A Video Game Streamer

Becoming a video streamer is a great way to make money online. You can create your own channel and earn money 
from advertisements. You can also monetize your channel by becoming a partner with a gaming site.



9. Become A Social Media Influencer

One popular way to make money online is through social media platforms such as Instagram and YouTube. By 
becoming an influencer on these platforms, you can earn money through sponsorships and affiliate marketing.



10. Become A Product Reviewer

Another great way to make money online is by becoming a product reviewer. Companies are always looking for 
people to try out their products and give their honest opinion. By doing this, you can earn a commission on each sale 
that you generate.



So, which method is the best for making money online without investment? The answer to this question depends on 
your individual circumstances. All the methods mentioned above have both pros and cons, so it is important to weigh 
the pros and cons before deciding which plan is right for you.





